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be the better and more honorable?"

I do not wish to convey the idea that

plural marriage can be universal. In

the very nature of things as I have of-

ten said, it is impossible; the equality of

the sexes would prevent this, were men

ever so desirous to make it so. Take our

own Territory: the males outnumber the

females; it cannot therefore be a practice

without limit among us.

No one need be afraid of the exten-

sive spread of this system even if the Ed-

munds' law were not in operation. Be-

sides all this, it should be borne in mind,

that God did not give this revelation and

commandment to us to urge upon the

world for its practice.

The greatest foe we have to con-

tend with is ignorance. We are not

known. We are lied about most ex-

tensively, and every avenue is blocked

against us. Popular journals are afraid

of injuring their circulation by speaking

the truth concerning us. The publishers

are affected by the same influences as

the politicians—the pulpit and this pop-

ular clamor cause men to be afraid. If

we could be known as we really are—

not in Salt Lake alone, for this city is

not a fair sample of Utah; if it were pos-

sible for the people generally, who re-

iterate these popular cries against us,

to travel through our settlements north

and south, and see our people, there

would be a very different public feeling

in regard to us. But we have been in-

undated by falsehood, we are nearly cov-

ered by its waves, and people who know

nothing about us are so startled at this

idea of polygamy, as it is called, that they

are prepared to believe anything that

may be said about us. We have this to

contend against. In the end, however, we

shall be abundantly successful, for a peo-

ple possessing the qualities that the peo-

ple of Utah do, can and will live—a peo-

ple who are united, a people who are

honest, a people who are frugal, a peo-

ple who are temperate, a people who are

orderly in their lives and who are vir-

tuous, truly virtuous, can withstand a

tremendous amount of pressure. There

is only one way in which this people can

be checked and that is by extirpation.

Otherwise, the qualities they possess are

bound to live in the struggle. The doc-

trine of "the survival of the fittest," ap-

plies to us, and insures us a long, a pros-

perous, an uninterrupted and a glorious

career. We can live in spite of adverse

legislation, in spite of commissioners, in

spite of governors, in spite of acts of per-

secution; we can live and still flourish,

and still grow and still increase; and we

shall do it. I am not at all afraid as to the

result. Of course legislation of the Ed-

munds' kind can pinch us; it can be made

excessively disagreeable to us. It may

test us in ways that may be new to us;

but sincerely I say to you, my brethren

and sisters, that I dread other things

that exist in our midst more than I do

hostile legislation.

I dread the increase of luxury; I dread

the increase of class distinctions which

I see growing up. The disintegrating

influences of wealth are far more to be

dreaded than any outside pressure of

this character. All that is being done in

this direction is to hoop us up, as the

cooper hoops up barrels. This has been

the case already. During the last five

or six months I have had letters from

all parts of our Territory, and they uni-

formly bespeak a determination to cling

together.

But watch the effect of wealth;


